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No electronic?
No problem!

Call a
friend

Put away your electronics!
When you put electronics devices away, sometimes it can be

difficult to think of something to do to pass the time. Here are
some suggestions to get you started.

Draw a
picture

Clean
something

Go for
a run

Do some
exercise

Read a
book

Have a cold
glass of
water

Sing and
dance

Play a
board game

Take a nap

Ride a
bicycle

Get
creative



Imagine you can turn
into any animal.
What animal do you
choose? Where do
you live? What do
you look like? What
do you do every day?
What do you like? 

If I were an animal...
Descriptive Writing

Remember, you can also be a mix of lots of
different animals! Draw yourself as an animal
and write a description.



TREASURE HUNT AT HOME
Hide each clue in the place that is the answer to the previous clue 

ANSWERS: 1. Key 2. Pillow 3. Soap 4. Freezer 5. Schoolbag 
6. Dishwasher 7. Unbrella 8. Bath 9. Table 10. Window

I´m bigger than an
ant,  I´m bigger than a
bee. You can unlock a

door with me.

Turn out the light and
rest your head on me

tonight.

You use me on your
hands after playing in
the dirt. If I get in your

eyes it might hurt.

Open me up and look
at what I hide, I have
your favourite frozen

things inside

I will keep your books
safe in my pack. Zip

me up before slinging
me on your back.

Plates go in dirty but
come out clean. I can
be white, black, and
maybe even green.

I´ll keep you dry on a
rainy day, in the wind I
might just blow away!

You fill me up and
drain when done.
Adding bubbles is

always fun!

I have four legs, I can
be short or tall. Put
your food on me - it

will not fall.

I am an invention that
allows you to look

through walls.



Intentionally blank, in case you want to
cut out the clues





Imagine a crazy
house. What would
it look like? What
would it be made
of? Could it do
anything special
that other houses
can't do? Draw it
and describe it.

My crazy house...
Descriptive Writing



Scavenger Hunt
Look for these items in your house and draw pictures of what

you find...

Your
favourite

book...

Something
you use

every day...

Something
used to
clean

things...

A fruit...

Your
favourite

toy...

Something
that smells

good...

Something
very small...

3 things
that are
yellow... Something

that starts
with the

first letter
of your
name...

Something
that makes

you
happy...



Imagine your best day
ever. Where are you?
Who are you with?
What are you doing?
Draw the activities you
would do and describe
your day...

My best day ever...
Descriptive Writing



EASTER VACATION
TIC-TAC-TOE

MAKE A CRAFT
OUT OF A

TOILET PAPER
ROLL

MAKE A
DESSERT FOR

ALL THE FAMILY

COMPLETE A
SCAVENGER

HUNT!

LEARN HOW TO
COUNT TO TEN

IN ANOTHER
LANGUAGE

PLAY A BOARD
GAME

PLAY FAMILY
CHARADES

MAKE UP YOUR
OWN DANCE

ROUTINE

WRITE A FUNNY
STORY

READ 20 PAGES
FROM A NEW

BOOK

Do the activity in the middle and then choose two more activities in a
row (vertically, horizontally, or diagonally) to complete the Tic-Tac-Toe.

Or, if you are enjoying it - why not try to do all the challenges?

CHALLENGE



Character Setting Problem

A cook

On a
bicycle

In a
magical
forest

Gets
lost

Meets a
talking
baby

Finds a
magic
door

A
beautiful
witch

In a
supermarket

A big
monster

In a hidden
cave

Gets
stuck in
a fridge

An old
carpinter

At a
train
station

Is chased by a
mouse

A
friendly
alien

On a
spaceship

Sees a
ghost

A
brave
girl

Roll a Story
Roll the dice three times to pick a character, setting, and problem. Then, use these

to write your own creative story.



A l l  a b o u t  m e . . .
I am someone who...

loves...

wishes...

can...
can't wait to...

usually
forgets to...

is thankful for...

has never...

used to be
afraid of...

is inspired by...

is unique
because...

once tried
to...

never forgets to...

believes in...

is happiest when...

will one day...



DESCRIBE WHAT YOU ARE EXCITED ABOUT:

EASTER HOLIDAYS 
GRATITUDE REFLECTION

WRITE AND DRAW WHAT YOU ARE GRATEFUL
FOR FROM YOUR EASTER HOLIDAYS:

DESCRIBE WHAT YOU LOVE ABOUT YOURSELF:


